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Abstract—Although distributed key-value store is becoming increasingly popular in compensating the conventional distributed
file systems, it is often criticized due to its costly full-size
replication for high availability that causes high I/O overhead.
This paper presents two techniques to mitigate such I/O overhead
and improve key-value store performance: GPU encoding and
locality-aware encoding. Instead of migrating full-size replicas
over the network, we split the original file into smaller chunks
and encode them with a few additional parity codes using GPUs
before dispersing them onto remote nodes. The parity code is
usually much smaller than the original file, which saves the
extra space required for high availability and reduces the I/O
overhead. Meanwhile, the compute-intensive encoding process is
largely accelerated by the massive number of GPU cores. Yet,
splitting the original file into smaller chunks stored on multiple
nodes breaks data locality from application’s perspective. To
this end, we present a locality-aware encoding mechanism that
allows a job to be dispatched as finer-grained tasks right on
the node where the required chunk resides. Therefore, the data
locality is preserved at the finer granularity of sub-job (i.e., task)
level. We conduct an in-depth analysis of the proposed approach
and implement a system prototype named Gest. Gest has been
deployed and evaluated on a variety of testbeds demonstrating
that high data availability, high space efficiency, and high I/O
performance could be collectively achieved at the same time.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, distributed key-value store (KVS) is becoming
one of the most important storage paradigms that compensate
the conventional file systems on large-scale clusters. For
instance, cloud vendors have widely adopted distributed KVS
such as Cassandra [22], Dynamo [8], and Memcached [13].
High-performance computing follows a similar trend by leveraging distributed KVS for either performance improvement
or unprecedented services, some of which were demonstrated
in our prior work [24, 25, 32, 38, 44, 45]. The state-of-theart approach to achieve high reliability and availability for
distributed KVS is replication, which however, by nature has
the following drawbacks that have side effects on storage and
I/O performance: (1) significant space overhead, (2) additional
disk I/O, and (3) more network bandwidth consumption.
This work is orthogonal to previous studies that are focused
on algorithms, protocols, and models for better manipulating
replicas [2, 9, 20, 27, 33]: we propose to replace full-size
replication by more space-efficient parity coding along with
GPU acceleration. It is, to the best of our knowledge, the
first study that explores the feasibility of taking advantages of
both parity coding and GPU acceleration in distributed KVS.

While the computational overhead during the coding process
can be largely compensated by GPUs, one key challenge
is how to preserve the data locality of the scattered value
(or, file) because the original value is dispersed to different
nodes—the file-level locality from application’s perspective
is completely lost. To this end, we propose a locality-aware
encoding mechanism to directly assign the sub-job (i.e., task)
to the node where the requested chunk resides.
We justify the effectiveness of the proposed approach from
three perspectives.
First, we abstract and model the proposed approach with
environmental and system parameters, and derive the analytical results of the expected space utilization and performance
speedup when parity coding is accelerated by GPUs. Our
analysis shows that (1) the space efficiency of parity coding
is roughly m higher than the conventional replication and
(2) the end-to-end I/O throughput could be improved by mk
times, where m denotes the number of tolerable failures and
k denotes the number of chunks per file, respectively.
Then, we design and implement a distributed KVS prototype
named Gest: a GPU-accelerated encoded store. Gest has been
deployed and evaluated on a variety of platforms, ranging from
a commodity Linux cluster to a leadership-class supercomputer. Experimental results confirm that GPU-boosted coding
is a promising approach to achieve data availability, space
efficiency, and I/O performance collectively at the same time.
Finally, we evaluate the performance benefit from the
locality-aware encoding of tasks, which are split from the
application-level job and dispatched onto the chunks dispersed to different physical nodes. We replay two popular
MapReduce [7] workloads (i.e., sort and grep) when enabling
locality-aware encoding with our distributed scheduler named
MATRIX [39]. Results show that splitting jobs into smaller
tasks only incurs 5% overhead on 128 nodes and achieves
almost linear scalability when more nodes are available.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.
• We propose an approach to achieve high data availability,
low space overhead, and high I/O performance of distributed key-value stores. The approach takes advantages
of modern many-core architecture of GPUs to parallelize
and accelerate the parity coding of large data objects.
Together with a locality-aware distributed scheduler, the
proposed approach is able to significantly reduce the I/O
overhead.

•

•

We conduct an in-depth analysis (Section IV) of the
proposed mechanism with a large space of parameters.
Theoretical analysis demonstrates that the model abstracted from the proposed approach would achieve both
high space efficiency and high end-to-end I/O throughput.
We design and implement a GPU-encoded distributed
KVS prototype, namely Gest (Section III). Extensive
evaluations (Section V) of Gest with both microbenchmarks and real-world applications on a variety of
testbeds demonstrate Gest’s effectiveness in practice.
II. M OTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

A. A Motivating Example
To make matters more concrete, Fig. 1 shows an example of
a distributed KVS deployed on a 6-node cluster 1 (Node 1 to
Node 6). In this example, value V1 is split into four chunks
(Chunk 1 to Chunk 4), and encoded with two parities
(Parity 1 and Parity 2) by six GPU cores. The encoded
chunks are then transferred to six remote nodes (Node 1 to
Node 6). The two parities allow for up to two failed nodes
out of the total six nodes. The space utilization rate is thus
4
2+4 = 67% (as opposed to 33% in the full-size replication);
and the transfer time is roughly 4 times faster because each
chunk is roughly a quarter of the original value V1 in size.

on improving space efficiency and I/O performance while
retaining high reliability in distributed KVS.
ZHT [25] has a similar ring-shaped look as the traditional
DHT [35]. The node IDs in ZHT can be randomly distributed
across the network. The correlation between different nodes
is computed with some logistic information like IP address.
The hash function on the client side maps a string to an ID
that can be retrieved by a lookup(k) operation at a later
point. Besides common KVS operations like insert(k,v),
lookup(k), and remove(k), ZHT also supports a unique
operation, append(k,v), which we have found quite useful
in implementing lock-free concurrent writes. The replicas in
ZHT should not be confused with the file replicas in Gest;
ZHT replicas are used for the fault tolerance of metadata, and
have no direct impact on Gest’s reliability.
C. Erasure Coding
Erasure coding has been studied by the computer communication community since the 1990’s [26, 31], as well as in
storage and filesystems [16, 19, 29, 42]. Plank et al. [29]
conduct a thorough review of erasure libraries. The idea is
straightforward: a file is split into k chunks and encoded
into n > k chunks, where any k out of these n chunks
can reconstruct the original file. We denote m = n − k
as the number of redundant chunks (parities). Each chunk
is supposed to reside on a distinct disk. Weatherspoon and
Kubiatowicz [41] show that for total N machines out of which
M are unavailable, the availability of a chunk (or replica) A
can be calculated as
 −M 
n−k
X Mi Nn−i
A=

N
i=0

Fig. 1. A distributed key-value store, which can tolerate up to two failures,
is deployed on six nodes with GPU acceleration.

B. Distributed Key-Value Stores
A distributed key-value storage usually has a simpler
interface than a POSIX filesystem. Most file operations
are implemented as set(key, value) and value ←
get(key) in KVS, rather than conventional POSIX API such
as fh ← fopen(fname), fwrite(ptr, sz, cnt,
fh), fread(ptr, sz, cnt, fh), and fclose(fh).
It greatly simplifies the code complexity and allows developers
to focus more on the business logic rather than the I/O syntax.
Most distributed key-value store systems use replication to
achieve reliability. In spite of its simplicity, data replication
maintains several full-size replicas resulting in low space efficiency and consequently high I/O cost. This work is focused
1 Consider Node 0 as the master or login node (for example, preprocessing,
encoding, metadata management) only in this example.

n

Fig. 2 illustrates the encoding process. At first glance, the
scheme looks similar to file replication, as it allocates additional disks as backups. Nevertheless, the underlying rationale
of erasure coding is completely different from file replication
because of its complex matrix computation. As a case in point,
one popular erasure code is Reed-Solomon coding [30], which
uses a generator matrix built from a Vandermonde matrix to
multiply the k data to get the encoded k + m codewords, as
shown in Fig. 3.
Jerasure is a C/C++ library that supports a wide range
of erasure codes: Reed-Solomon coding, Minimal Density
RAID-6 coding, Cauchy Reed-Solomon coding, and most
generator matrix coding. One of the most popular codes is
the Reed-Solomon encoding method, which has been used
for the RAID-6 disk array model. This coding can use either
Vandermonde or Cauchy matrices to create generator matrices.
Gibraltar is a Reed-Solomon coding library for storage
applications. It has been demonstrated to be highly efficient on
a prototype RAID system. This library is known to be more
flexible than other RAID standards; it is scalable with parity’s
size of an array. Gibraltar has been created in C using Nvidia’s
CUDA framework.

Fig. 2. Encoding k chunks into n = k + m chunks so that the system is
resilient to m failures

III. S YSTEM D ESIGN
An overview of Gest architecture is shown in Fig. 4. Two
services are installed on each Gest node: metadata management and data transfer. Each instance of these two services
on a particular node communicates to other peers over the
network when requested metadata or files cannot be found on
the local node.

Fig. 4. Architectural overview of Gest deployed on an n-nodes distributed
system. End users run applications on the ith node where files are encoded
and decoded by coding algorithms.

Fig. 3. Encoding 4 files into 6 codewords with Reed-Solomon coding

D. GPU Computing
The graphics processing unit (GPU) was originally designed
to rapidly process images for the display. The nature of
image manipulations on displays differs from tasks typically
performed by the CPU. Most image operations are conducted
with single instruction and multiple data (SIMD), where a
general-purpose application on a CPU takes multiple instructions and multiple data (MIMD). To meet the requirement of
computer graphics, GPU is designed to have many more cores
on a single chip than CPU, all of which carry out the same
instructions at the same time.
Table I shows a comparison between two mainstream GPU
and CPU devices, which will also be used in the testbeds for
evaluation later in this paper. Although the GPU frequency
is only about 30% of CPU, the amount of cores outnumbers
CPU by 384
8 = 48 times. So the overall computing capacity
of GPU is still more than one order of magnitude higher than
CPU. This GPU’s power consumption should also be noted;
0.91
only 15.63
= 5.8% of CPU.

To make matters more concrete, Fig. 5 illustrates the scenario of writing and reading a file with k = 4 and m = 2. On
the left hand side when the original file (i.e., orig.file)
is written, the file is chopped into k = 4 chunks and encoded
into n = k+m = 6 chunks. These 6 chunks are then dispersed
into 6 different nodes after which their metadata are sent to
the metadata hashtable that is also physically distributed across
these 6 nodes. A file read request (on the right hand side) is
essentially the reversed procedure of a file write: retrieves the
metadata, transfers the chunks, and decodes the file.

Fig. 5. An example of file writing and reading on Gest

TABLE I
C OMPARISONS OF TWO MAINSTREAM GPU AND CPU

Device
Number of Cores
Frequency (MHz)
Power (W / core)

GeForce GT640
384
900
0.91

AMD FX-8120
8
3100
15.63

A. Metadata Management
The traditional way of handling metadata for distributed
systems is to manipulate them on one or a few nodes. The
rationale is that metadata contains only high level information,
thus is small in size. Therefore, a centralized repository usually meets the requirement. Most distributed storage systems

in production employ centralized metadata management; for
instance the Google file system (GFS [14]) keeps all its
metadata on the master node. This design is easy to implement
and maintain, yet exposes a performance bottleneck for the
workloads that generate a large amount of small files: the
metadata accessing rate and memory footprint of a great
number of small files can easily saturate the limited number
of metadata servers. As a GFS tech lead mentioned, “a single
master soon became a bottleneck of GFS ... Therefore, new
and scalable schemes are needed for metadata management
...” [43].
In contrast, we manage Gest’s metadata in a completely
distributed fashion. Specifically, all metadata are dispersed
into a distributed hashtable (ZHT [25]). While there are
many choices of distributed hashtable implementations such
as Memcached [13] and Dynamo [8], we chose ZHT as the
underlying infrastructure because it is implemented in C/C++,
takes the lowest (constant, in most cases) routing time, and
supports both persistence (through periodical flushing) and
dynamic membership. ZHT is installed as daemon services
on Gest nodes.
In Gest, clients have a coherent view of all the files (i.e.,
metadata) no matter if the file is stored locally or not. That is,
a client interacts with Gest to inquiry any file on any node.
This implies that applications are highly portable across Gest
nodes and can run without modifications or recompiling. The
metadata and data on the same node, however, are completely
decoupled: a file’s location has nothing to do with its metadata
location.
Because all clients of Gest share the same global namespace
of the underlying files, from the API point of view there is
nothing particularly different between these clients. In fact,
Gest API is built upon ZHT’s own client API, which manages
all the mappings between file chunks and their locations. It is
ZHT’s client, deployed on each every node in the cluster, who
retrieves the metadata information of all files and chunks.
Besides the conventional metadata information for regular
files, a special flag indicates whether this file is being written.
Specifically, any client who requests to write a file needs to
acquire this flag before opening the file, and will not reset
it until the file is closed. The atomic compare-swap operation
supported by ZHT guarantees file’s consistency for concurrent
writes.
B. Data Transfer
As a distributed system Gest moves data back and forth
across the network, which should be efficient and reliable in
the ideal case. The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is efficient
in transferring data, but is unreliable, while the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) is reliable but inefficient.
We have developed our own data transfer service – Gest
Data Transfer service (GDT) on top of UDP-based Data
Transfer (UDT [15]), which is a reliable UDP-based application level data transport protocol for distributed data-intensive
applications. UDT adds its own reliability and congestion
control on top of UDP, thus delivers higher transfer rate than

TCP. Similarly to ZHT, GDT is installed as a daemon service
on each Gest node.
Technically, GDT serves in a similar way to TCP where
to specify the destination and port number when transferring
files. Nonetheless, it exposes a simpler interface customized
for Gest. It should be noted that, however, users are agnostic of
the network protocols in Gest (GDT in this case); they only
need to know how to use the Gest client API as shown in
Figure 5.
It should be clear that moving data is, usually, more costly
than dispatching the job to the node where the data resides.
In other words, a “locality-aware” encoding would be more
desirable than simply migrating file chunks into a remote
(random) node. To this end, we could leverage a locality-aware
job scheduler (e.g., MATRIX [39]) to strive to execute the
encoding process on the node holding the file chunk.
C. Coding Algorithms
In addition to daemon services running at the back end, Gest
plugs in encoding and decoding modules on the fly. Currently,
we support two built-in libraries, namely Jerasure [28] and
Gibraltar [6], as the default CPU and GPU libraries, respectively. Gest is implemented to be flexible to adopt coding
libraries.
D. Workflows
When an application writes a file, Gest splits the file into k
chunks. Depending on which coding library the user chooses,
these k chunks are encoded into n = k + m chunks, which
are sent to n different nodes with GDT.
At this point the data migration is complete, and we will
need to update the metadata information. To do so, ZHT on
each of these n nodes is pinged to update the file entries.
This procedure of metadata update on the local node is
conducted with an in-memory hashmap whose contents are
asynchronously persisted to the local disk.
Reading a file is the reverse of writing it. Gest retrieves the
metadata from ZHT and uses GDT to transfer (any) k chunks
of data to the node where the user makes the request. These
k chunks are then decoded by the user-specified library and
restored into the original file.
E. Pipeline
Because the encoded data are buffered, GDT can disperse n
encoded chunks onto n different nodes while the file chunks
are still being encoded. This pipeline with the two levels of
encoding and sending allows for combining the two costs
instead of summing them, as described in Fig. 6.
F. User Interface
Gest provides a completely customizable set of parameters
for the applications to tune the behavior of Gest. In particular,
users can specify the coding library to use, the number of
chunks to split the file (i.e., k), the number of parity chunks
(i.e., m = n − k), the buffer size (default is 1 MB), and the
like.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF G EST E NVIRONMENT

Fig. 6. Pipelining of encoding and transferring for a write operation in Gest

IV. A NALYSIS
This section presents the analysis of the proposed mechanism for achieving fault tolerance in distributed key-value
stores. In particular, we show how the parameters quantitatively affect the system in terms of space utilization and I/O
performance. Evaluation on the real system will be presented
later in Section V.
A. Assumptions
We assume the multiple paths between the primary copy
and the remote nodes have no interference. Therefore, if a full
replica is split into 4 chunks and sent to 4 different nodes
concurrently, then the transfer speed is roughly reduced to
25% comparing with the full-size replication (assuming the
data are already loaded into memory). As mentioned before,
the full-size replica is transferred in a serialized manner.
For the encoding and decoding processes, we do not distinguish between the rates between both. This is because literature [6] shows that the difference between the two processes is
marginal. It should be noted that this assumption only holds for
this analysis section; we will report the performance difference
between encoding and decoding procedures in Section V.
We also assume the parity code is in the same size of the
chunk. In practice, this is the case of most coding algorithms.
It also greatly simplifies the analysis in this section.

Variable
n
s
k
m
c
b

Unit
Number
Byte
Number
Number
Byte / second
Byte / second

Meaning
Number of nodes
Size of the primary copy
Number of chunks
Number of parities
Coding rate
Network bandwidth

Note that, in practice m is a small number (for example, 2)
and k is usually set to n − m. By doing this, all the nodes
are involved in the data redundancy procedure. Therefore
the storage efficiency of Gest can be also expressed in an
alternative way (assuming all nodes participate in the coding
process):
m
n−m
=1−
Egest =
n
n
Again, since m is usually a small integer, and because in a
large-scale system n (the total number of nodes) is usually
significantly larger than m, the value of Egest is highly close
to 1. Also recall that the space efficiency of full-size replication
1
is m
. Consequently, the space efficiency of parity coding is
roughly m higher than the conventional replication where
m indicates the number of tolerable failures.
A variant of Gest is to keep one primary copy and only
apply the coding on replicas. This is for those applications
having many read requests. So an intact copy will avoid the
frequent decoding procedures. Indeed, such a full-size copy is
to trade some space for the improved file-read performance.
In this case, the storage efficiency is
p
Egest
=

s
s+s·

k+m−1
k

=

k
2k + m − 1

Similarly, if we assume k = n − m, then

B. Parameters
We consider the following parameters when analyzing the
abstraction model of Gest. The size of the primary copy is
denoted by s. The primary copy is split into k chunks. The
number of tolerable failures should be the same as the number
of parities in Gest, which is denoted by m. For example, if
we request that Gest is resistant to two failed nodes, then m
should be set to 2. The coding throughput (both encoding and
decoding) is c. The network bandwidth is indicated by b. All
these parameters are summarized in Table II.
C. Space Utilization
As discussed before, the space utilization (or, storage efficiency) of conventional data replication is
1
s
=
s·m
m
The space utilization for Gest is, however, higher:
Erep =

Egest =

s
s·

k+m
k

=

k
k+m

p
=
Egest

n−m
n−1
=1−
2 · (n − m) + m − 1
2n − m − 1

D. End-to-End I/O Performance
Both conventional replication and Gest need to load the
primary copy from disk to memory, so we do not differentiate
them. The difference lies in two parts. First, Gest introduces
computational overhead when encoding the data. Second, Gest
reduces the network transfer time since smaller chunks are
migrated in parallel.
Specifically, the time to transfer the full-size replicas is
m·s
T imerep =
b
Gest, on the other hand, needs to take both the GPU encoding
time and the transfer time into account for each encoded
chunk:
s
s
T imegest =
+
k·c k·b
where the first term represents the GPU coding and the second

one is for network transfer.
Therefore, the speedup is
Speedup =

T imerep
=
T imegest

TABLE III
L IST OF DATA REDUNDANCY MECHANISMS CONSIDERED IN G EST
m·s
b
s
k·c

+

s
k·b

=

m·k·c
b+c

If we look at b and c in practice when GPU is leveraged,
we usually have b << c. For example we will show in later
evaluation part (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9) that for small m’s the
GPU coding throughput is higher than 1 GB/s (as opposed
to O(100 MB/s) for mainstream hard disks). Consequently,
the speedup can be expressed as
Speedup ≈ m · k
In other words, the end-to-end I/O throughput could be
improved by mk times when full-size replications is replaced by concurrent parity coding, where m indicates the
tolerable failures and k indicates the number of chunks
per file. This is also the case when the coding and transfer is
s
.
pipelined; the T imegest term is essentially degraded to k·b
V. E VALUATION
A. Testbeds
Gest has been deployed on four testbeds: a Sun-Oracle
cluster (HEC), a high-performance GPU cluster (Sirius), the
Amazon EC2 cloud, and an IBM Blue Gene/P supercomputer
(Intrepid [1]). Each HEC node has 8 GB RAM, dual AMD
Opteron quad-core processors (8-cores at 2 GHz), and an OS
whose Linux kernel version is 2.6.28.10. Each Sirius node has
an 8-core 3.1 GHz AMD FX-8120 CPU along with a 384-core
900 MHz Nvidia GeForce GT 640 GPU, and 16 GB RAM.
Sirius’ operating system is OpenSUSE, compiled by Linux
kernel 3.4.11 with CUDA version 5.0 installed. Experiments
on the Amazon EC2 Cloud are deployed on the “m3.large”
instances up to 256 CPUs (i.e., 128 instances). Each instance
has 2 CPUs, 6.5 ECUs, 7.5 GB memory, 16 GB SSD, and the
Ubuntu 14.04 LTS OS. Intrepid has 40K-nodes each of which
has quad core 850 MHz PowerPC 450 processors and runs a
light-weight Linux with 2 GB RAM. In this paper we used up
to 512 nodes for evaluating Gest.
All experiments are repeated at least five times, or until
results become stable (i.e., within 5% margin of error). The
reported numbers are the average of all runs. Caching effect is
carefully precluded by reading a file larger than the on-board
memory before the measurement.
B. Experiment Design
We compare the conventional file replication with erasure
coding algorithms of different parameter combinations at
different scales. Table III summarizes the list of candidate
mechanisms, as well as the the number of chunks for both
the original file and the redundant data.
For file replication, the “chunks of the original data” is the
file itself, and the “chunks of redundant data” are plain copies
of the original file. We choose 2 replicas for file replication
as the baseline, since this is the default setup of most existing
systems. Therefore we see <Replica, 1, 2> in Table III.

Mechanism
Name
Replica
Erasure1
Erasure2
Erasure3
Erasure4
Erasure5
Erasure6

Chunks of
Original File
1
3
5
11
13
27
29

Chunks of
Redundant data
2
5
3
5
3
5
3

Similarly, different erasure-coding parameters of Gest are
listed as Erasure[1..6], along with different file granularity and additional parities. We design experiments at
different scales to study the scalability of Gest. Specifically, every pair of erasure mechanisms represents a different
scale: Erasure[1,2] for 8-nodes, Erasure[3,4] for 16nodes, and Erasure[5,6] for 32-nodes. For example, tuple
<Erasure6, 29, 3> means that we split the original file
into 29 chunks, encode them with 3 additional parities, and
send out the total 32 chunks into 32 nodes.
The numbers of redundant parities (i.e., “chunks of redundant data”) for Erasure[1..6] are picked in accordance
with the following two rules. First, we are only interested
in those erasure mechanisms that are more reliable than the
replication baseline, because our goal is to build a more spaceefficient and faster KVS without compromising the reliability.
Therefore in all cases of erasure coding, there are at least 3
redundant parities, which are more than the replica case (i.e.,
2). Second, we want to show how different levels of reliability
affect the space efficiency and I/O performance. So there is one
additional configuration for each scale: the redundant parities
are increased from 3 to 5.
C. Data Reliability and Space Efficiency
Fig. 7 shows the tolerable failures (i.e., the number of failed
nodes that the system can tolerate) and space efficiency for
each of the 7 mechanisms listed in Table III. The tolerable
failures (histograms) of Erasure[1..6] are all more than
Replica, so is the space efficiency. Thus, in addition to
comparable data reliability, erasure codes outperform data
replication in terms of both reliability and efficiency. Before
we investigate more about performance in §V-E, the following
conclusions are drawn from Fig. 7.
First, a larger scale enables higher space efficiency. This
is counter-intuitive to some extent, as it is a well-accepted
practice to collect data on a small subset of nodes (e.g.,
collective I/O can batch small and dispersed I/Os to reduce
the number of I/O calls). Fig. 7, however, demonstrates that
when redundant parity stays the same, space efficiency is
monotonically increasing with respect to more nodes. The
reason is that with more nodes the redundant parity is in finer

Fig. 7. Data reliability and space efficiency
Fig. 8. Throughput with buffer size = 1 MB, storage efficiency = 33%

granularity and smaller in size. Therefore, less space is taken
by the redundant data.
Second, for a specific erasure code at a particular scale, reliability and efficiency are negatively correlated. For example, if
we increase tolerable failures from 3 to 5, the space efficiency
goes from 65% down to 35% (i.e., Erasure2→Erasure1).
This is understandable, as increasing parities take more space.
D. Coding Rate
This section evaluates the encoding and decoding rates of
computing devices of our testbeds. The encode and decode
throughput of Jerasure (for CPU) and Gibraltar (for GPU)
are plotted in Fig. 8 with m increasing from 2 to 128 while
keeping a fixed storage efficiency as 33%. The buffer size is
set to 1 MB. In all cases, with larger m values, the throughput
decreases exponentially. This is because when the number of
parity chunks increases, encoding and decoding take more time
which reduces the throughput.
We then change the storage efficiency to 75% and measure
the throughput with different m values in Fig. 9. Similar
observations and trends are found just like the case of storage
efficiency of 33%.
From both experiments above we observe a significant gap
between Gibraltar and Jerasure. Gibraltar achieves 10 times
speedup comparing with Jerasure, which suggests that GPUbased erasure coding would likely break through the CPU
bottleneck.
E. I/O Performance
We compare both read and write throughput of all mechanisms listed in Table III on the HEC cluster at the scales
of 8-nodes, 16-nodes, and 32-nodes. The files to be read and
written are 1 GB per node, with 1 MB block size. Fig. 10
shows the results. One important observation is the promising
performance by erasure coding even on CPUs. In many cases
(e.g., file read on 16-nodes with Erasure4), Gest delivers higher
throughput than the replication counterpart. This is because

Fig. 9. Throughput with buffer size = 1 MB, storage efficiency = 75%

replication uses more network bandwidth: two extra full-sized
replicas introduce roughly a double amount of data to be
transferred than erasure coding. We will discuss how GPUs
further improve Gest performance later in Fig. 13.
Fig. 10 also shows that, besides the number of nodes,
the number of redundant parities greatly impacts the I/O
performance. Simply increasing the number of nodes does
not necessarily imply a higher throughput. For instance,
Erasure2 on 8 nodes delivers higher I/O throughput than
Erasure3 on 16 nodes.
It is worth mentioning that the promising erasure-coding
results from HEC should be carefully generalized; we need to
highlight that the CPUs of HEC are relatively fast – 8 cores
at 2 GHz. So we wonder: what happens if the CPUs are less
powerful, e.g., fewer cores at a lower frequency?
To answer this question, and to evaluate Gest at larger

Fig. 10. Performance on the HEC cluster

scales, we deploy Gest on 512 nodes of Intrepid, where each
node only has 4 cores at 850 MHz. For a fair comparison,
we slightly change the setup of the previous experiment: the
replication mechanism makes the same number of replicas as
the additional parities in erasure coding. That is, the reliability
is exactly the same for all replication- and erasure-based mechanisms. Moreover, we want to explore the entire parameter
space. Due to limited space, we only enumerate all the possible
parameter combinations with constraint of 8 total nodes,
except for trivial cases of a single original or redundant chunk.
That is, we report the performance in the following format
(file chunks: redundant parities): (2:6), (3:5),
(4:4), (5:3), and (6:2); we are not interested in (1:7) and (7:1),
as the former is identical to 7 replicas and the latter to 1
replica.
As shown in Fig. 11, for all the possible parameters of
erasure coding, Gest is slower than file replication. As a side
note, the throughput is orders of magnitude higher than other
testbeds because Intrepid does not have local disk and we run
the experiments on RAM disks. This experiment confirms our
previous conjecture on the importance of computing capacity
to the success of Gest. After all, the result intuitively makes
sense; a compute-intensive algorithm needs a powerful CPU.
This, in fact, leads to one purpose of this paper: what if we
utilize even faster chips, e.g., GPUs?
Before discussing the performance of GPU-powered Gest at
scales, we investigate GPU and CPU coding speed on a single
Sirius node. As shown in Fig. 12, GPU typically processes the
erasure coding one order of magnitude faster than CPU on a
variety of block sizes (except for encoding 16 MB block size:
6 times faster). Therefore, we expect to significantly reduce the

Fig. 11. Performance on Intrepid [1]

coding time in Gest by GPU acceleration, which consequently
improves the overall end-to-end I/O throughput.
We re-run the 8-nodes experiments listed in Table III on the
Sirius cluster. The number of replicas is set to the same number
of redundant parities of erasure coding for a fair comparison
of reliability, just like what we did in Fig. 11. The results
are reported in Fig. 13, where we see for both (5:3) and (3:5)
cases, GPU-powered erasure coding delivers higher throughput
(read and write combined). Recall that Fig. 10 shows that CPU
erasure-coding outperforms file replication in some scenarios;
now Fig. 13 indicates that GPU accelerates erasure-coding to
outstrip all the replication counterparts.

Fig. 12. Gest coding time on a single Sirius node

Fig. 14. Speedup and efficiency of two applications (sort and grep) when
data-locality aware encoding is enabled

Nevertheless, this overhead is significantly smaller than the I/O
gain from the data parallelism. As the efficiency plot shows,
the speedup keeps around 95% at 128 instances—we only
lose 5% efficiency after scaling up more than two orders of
magnitude.
G. Comparison of Popular Key-value Stores

Fig. 13. Performance on the Sirius cluster

F. Locality-aware Encoding
We evaluate the performance benefit from locality-aware
encoding by executing MapReduce workloads. The input data
is 10 GB extracted from Wikipedia. We do weak-scaling
experiments that process 256 MB data per instance. That is, at
128 instances the total data size is 32 GB (i.e., 3.2 copies of
the 10 GB input data). The first application is “grep”, which
searches texts to match the given pattern in the file. The second
application is “sort”, which performs in-place sort of all the
words of a given file. We set k = 4 and m = 2 in this
experiment; that is, each file is split into 4 equal chunks and
encoded with 2 additional parities with GPUs.
Fig. 14 shows, at different scales from 1 to 128 instances,
the speedup and efficiency when 4 tasks are derived from
a single job and then work on 4 chunks concurrently. The
speedup is measured by considering the scalability, the wall
time of the application when chunking files is disabled, and
the overhead introduced by the finer granularity of the tasks
(sub-jobs). The efficiency is defined as the ratio of the real
speedup over the scalability, i.e., the number instances in this
case.
We observe that the speedup is slightly decreased from
1 to 128 instances. The reason is that more instances incur
higher overhead of spawning a larger number of small tasks.

This section focused on the performance comparison between Gest and other popular key-value stores. In particular, we are most interested in two representative systems—
Memcached [13] and Cassandra [22]. In this experiment, we
configure all three systems to tolerate up to three failures. That
is, for Gest it adopts the (5:3) erasure coding scheme while
the other systems maintain 3 replicas.

Fig. 15. Comparison of popular key-value stores

Figure 15 reports the throughput of all key-value stores at
different scales from 1 node to 64 nodes. The results evidently
shows the performance advantage of Gest over the others
at all scales. Two more observations should be noted. First,
Gest shows a strong scalability, which is highly desirable and
essential to many applications. Second, although Memcached
is a memory-based system, its performance could hardly

compete with Gest, which is largely due to Gest’s highly
efficient replication scheme and GPU’s acceleration.
H. Case Study: a Building Block for Distributed File Systems
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of Gest in realworld applications, we evaluate its performance impact to the
FusionFS [46] distributed file system. The original design of
FusionFS leverages a distributed KVS called ZHT [25] to
manage its metadata. We replace ZHT by Gest and we expect
a higher performance delivered by FusionFS.

Fig. 16. Throughput of Gest and Rep on FusionFS (block size 1 MB)

In this experiment, FusionFS is deployed on the Sirius
cluster. We keep the total number of nodes fixed (i.e., n = k +
m = 8). The tolerated number of failures (i.e., m) ranges from
2 to 6. It is equivalent to having 3 to 7 replicas (including the
primary copy) in the conventional data replication algorithms
(Rep). Figure 16 shows the end-to-end I/O throughput of
Gest- and Rep-based data redundancy in FusionFS. Only when
m = 2, Rep slightly outperforms Gest, and the difference is
almost negligible. Starting from m = 3, Gest clearly shows its
advantage over Rep, and the speedup increases for larger ms.
Particularly, when m = 6, i.e., to keep the system’s integrity
allowing 6 failed nodes, Gest throughput is 1.82 higher than
the traditional Rep method.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Distributed key-value stores have been extensively studied
in recent years. In addition the most popular ones such as
Memcached [13] and Cassandra [22], there are a couple more
representative systems. Orbe [10] is a distributed key-value
store with scalable causal consistency built with newly proposed protocols based on dependency matrices. Muninn [18]
is a versioning key-value store that leverages non-volatile
memory and an object-based storage model. Gest, to the best
of our knowledge, is the first distributed key-value store with
GPU acceleration.
Fault tolerance is one of the most challenging part in
distributed systems. Much research has been focusing on
replacing the full-size replicas. For example, partial fault
tolerance was shown to be highly effective in [17]. Another

angle (for example, [21]) is to have a non-static number of
replicas in the conventional wisdom, so that more replicas
could support higher throughput for popular data and fewer
replicas are allocated for unpopular data to save the storage
cost. In distributed networks, location-aware replication and
independent service-structure failure recovery was proposed
for group communication services in [40]. In Grid Computing,
a transparent fault tolerance architecture was proposed for
distributed workflows [11]. In Cloud Computing, data locality
and checkpoint placement were extensively studied for fault
tolerance in [36]. To achieve graceful degradation of quality of
service in case of system overloading, a distance-based priority
algorithm was studied in [23]. Recently, a new idea [5] was
proposed to expose the internal states and checkpoint them
in order to achieve the fault tolerance in stream processing
systems. None of the aforementioned systems takes the radical
change to break the replica as Gest does.
Recent GPU technology has drawn much research interest
of applying these many-cores for data parallelism. For example, GPUs are proposed to parallelize the XML processing [34]. In high performance computing, a GPU-aware MPI
was proposed to enable the inter-GPU communication without
changing the original MPI interface [37]. Nevertheless, GPUs
do not necessarily provide superior performance; GPUs might
suffer from factors such as small shared memory and weak
single-thread performance as shown in [4]. Another potential
drawback of GPUs lies in the dynamic instrumentation that
introduces runtime overhead. Yet, recent study [12] shows that
the overhead could be alleviated by information flow analysis
and symbolic execution. In this paper, we leverage GPUs in
key-value stores—a new domain for many-cores.
VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents Gest, the first distributed key-value store
whose reliability is achieved through GPU-accelerated parity
coding as opposed to the conventional full-size replication.
Its data locality is uniquely achieved by dispatching tasks
right on the chunk node rather than the conventional mergedecode paradigm. In addition to the theoretical analysis to
justify the effectiveness of Gest, we also, from a system’s
perspective, showcase how to design and implement a system
to solve the long-existing dilemma between data reliability,
space efficiency, and I/O performance at the same time. In a
more general sense, Gest demonstrates that a data-intensive
problem can be transformed into a compute-intensive one
(full-size replication vs. parity coding), which is then solved
by compute-intensive devices (GPUs) and a more distributed
architecture (i.e., locality-aware distributed scheduler).
Our future work on Gest is to deploy and tune it on
more heterogeneous testbeds. Since Gest is agnostic about the
underlying computing chips as long as the interfaces are implemented, there is nothing architecturally preventing us from
leveraging new computing devices to further accelerate the
coding process. Another direction is to evaluate it on extreme
scales. For instance, we plan on conducting experiments on the

3,000-GPU Blue Waters supercomputer [3] at National Center
for Supercomputing Applications.
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